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THE USE OF THE ROPE IN ROCK CLIMBING 

BY J. E. Q. BARFORD 

Read before the Alpine Club, April 2, 1946 

URING the last year or two many of us have been engaged in 
educational mountaineering, some with Army cadets, some with 
A.T.C., some with schoolboys and some with leaders and per-

sonnel of the Central Council of Physical Recreation. My own short 
experience in this work has convinced me of the desirability of defining 
accurately the terms we use before endeavouring to describe or teach 
the technique of rope usage. I therefore make no apology for defining 
the meaning of the words I shall use. These are : . 

Anchor : a projection or other feature of the cliff to which the rope 
can be firmly tied ; also a verb. 

Artificial Anchor : a peg or inserted chockstone. 
Active Rope : the rope tied to the waist of the climber who is 

• movtng. 
Inactive Rope : the rope between climbers who are not moving . . 
Stance : a place on a cliff where it is possible to stand in balance on 

the feet without using the hands. 
Artificial Stance : a rope cradle tied to an anchor in which a climber 

can sit or stand. 
Belay : (verb transitive) to safeguard the moving climber ; (verb 

intransitive) to safeguard a stance ; (noun) a position and attachment 
such that the moving climber can be safeguarded. Thus if the leader 
asks, ' Have you a belay ? ' or ' Are you belayed ? ' and the second 
answers yes without qualification, it. means that he has a satisfactory 
anchor, a good stance, and that he is holding the leader's rope over his 
shoulder or round his back in the correct way ready to pay it out or 
hold the leader should he fall. 

Indirect Belay : this is a belay in which the inactive· rope is used for 
the attachment to the anchor so that the spring of the human body can 
be interposed between the shock of a fall and the rigid anchor. 

Direct Belay : this is a false belay in which the rope is paid out 
round the anchor direct. With. manilla or flax ropes the use of such a 
belay will ensure that the rope will break in the event of a fall. It is 
possible, however, that the introduction of nylon will make it practicable 
to use this kind of belay because nylon's great inherent elasticity may 
remove the necessity for the human spring. 

Good belaying is such a great part of the art of climbing, and par
ticularly of rock climbing as we know it in this country, that it deserves 
to be dealt with in detail. 

In the past twenty years rock climbing has developed enormously, 
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not only among the very expert but also among many thousands of 
moderate parties. This development has been made comparatively 
safe by· the care taken by most parties in belaying, and the high technical 
development of the great climbers has only been possible because they 
have always· treated belaying as a very serious matter indeed and 
devoted considerable time and thought to its technique. 

·It is a commonplace on British cliffs that the man or woman who 
belays best also climbs the best. They also most certainly enjoy their 
climbing more. A leader will climb very much better than he other
wise would if he knows that his second is well belayed. Because con
fidence is essential for the accomplishment of hard rock climbs, any
thing that increases a climber's confidence increas·es his ability to climb 
rocks. None. of the great modern climbs would have been done 
except for the development of this technique. 

Most belaying on normal rock climbs is done by using the climbing 
rope, that is, the rope joining members of the climbing party, but in 
addition it has become the practice for the leader to carry a number of 
rope or line slings of such length that they can go round a man's waist 
and be tied there. 

There . are many kinds of specialised belays and anchors, some 
needing the use of slings, a few of which I will try to describe. To 
illustrate their application I assume that they are being used by the 
second to safeguard the leader. 

The first is the proper belay. It requires a good stance, and an 
anchor at least 4 ft. above it. The second loops the inactive rope 
round the anchor and ties it back to his waist, then takes the active 
rope over one shoulder and under the other to the leader ready to pay 
out or hold. If possible, the second should be in a position to watch 
the leader while he climbs as well as to hold a shock load on the rope. 
It is not always possible to reconcile these two conditions ; in such 
cases. it is largely a matter of personal opinion which is given preference. 
Some climbers prefer to pass the rope round their backs rather than 
over their shoulders, taking care however that it is above the anchoring 
rope.. This has the advantage that any pull which comes o~ the active 
rope will be more in line with the belay and there will be less over
turning moment on the belaying climber. The use of a line sling for 
the anchor will greatly increase the number of spikes and knobs which 
make satisfactory anchors, because lipe will jam firmly behind many 
such knobs which the rope will slide off. The use of nylon ' quarter ' 
will further multiply the number of anchors available. 

If the bollard is big enough and time is limited the Cambridge 
anchor can be used. This is made by looping the inactive rope round 
the bollard a number of times without knotting it back to the waist. 

The overhand knot anchor is sometimes more suitable than the 
proper anchor, where the anchor spike is not directly above the stance 
but is displaced to one side or is low down. In such cases the second 
must assume that he will be pulled off his stance and swing below the 
anchor if a fall occurs. The overhand knot anchor, consisting of an 
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overhand knot tied in the inactive rope and placed over the spike, will 
usually stay on in cases where the proper anchor would not, and 
although mechanically weaker it should be used in such cases. 

Chockstones may vary considerably in size from pebbles in thin 
cracks behind which even line can hardly be threaded to great boulders 
jammed in gullies weighing several tons. The method of tying on to 
them thus varies considerably. Again a line sling, especially if it has 
a tapered serving on one end, will greatly increase the number of chock
stones which can be used. After passing it behind the chock, the ends 
of the sling should be tied together and either knotted to the waist 
loop or, better, clipped to the waist loop using a snap link. 

In a number of recent climbs the technique of the inserted chock
stone has been used. The climber carries with him or picks up by 
his stance loose pebbles or small stones and by trial and error finds one 
which will fit and jam securely in an available crack. The rope can 
then be threaded round in the usual way. This technique demands 
considerable skill and care because it is difficult to test adequately 
that it will stay in if the jerk of a falling body comes on it. One of 
the most famous and practically tested anchors in North Wales, that 
at the stance below the crux of Longland's climb on Clogwyn dur 
Arddu, was an inserted chockstone. It was used successfully for fifteen 
years until on a recent ascent a member of our committee touched it 
and it fell out. 

There is a further specialised anchor of limited utility, the jammed 
knot ; this sometimes comes within the category of ' psychological ' 
belays which are dealt with later. A simple overhand knot is tied in 
the inactive rope, either single or double according to circumstances, 
and the knot jammed in a crack of suitable width and pulled down until 
it jams firmly. It provides an adequate anchor only if the second has 
a very good stance. 

The ' psychological ' belay is included for completeness. It is a 
belay without an anchor or with an anchor which is unlikely .to be 
satisfactory. For instance, a number of spikes each of which are indi
v~dually unsound may be used together as one anchor. This gives a 
' psychological ' belay and produces an illusion of security which in 
turn may give sufficient confidence to enable the climb to be proceeded 
with, but will not actually be secure if a fall occurs. Such belays serve 
a useful function in climbs of a hjgh standard because they may be the 
means of giving the leader sufficient confidence to lead a difficult pitch 
safely, which he could not do if there were no belay at all. Geoffrey 
Winthrop Young has dealt with this development in greater detail in 
the new edition of Mountain C1,.ajt. 

Pegs are used as belays only where no other anchors are available, 
and there is a widespread feeling in this country that their use is un
sporting and that a climb done with their use is not well done. In 
any case they are not left in the rock and must be removed by the last 
man as a point of honour. Luckily British rock, as pointed out by 
J oyce in his entertaining paper ' With an Orientalist in the Dolomites,' 
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does not encourage their use. It is always necessary to check that they 
are driven in securely in a crack of the right width and that a peg of 
the right type is used. It would be possible to carry one of each type 
to ensure that the most suitable kind was available if needed ; actually, 
most 13ritish climbers converted to their occasi9nal use carry one only. 

If the peg cannot be driven in right to the head as it should always 
be, it is better to tie the belaying rope direct to it close to the rock, 
rather than to use the peg ring, which would unnecessarily increase the 
leverage. It is usually not necessary to carry a. hammer, since small 
stones of the massive igneous rocks of this country make a good sub
stitute and can be found near the scene of the intended crime. 

Running belays are sliding belays on the active rope and are used to 
give the leader a feeling of security before he attempts a particularly 
difficuJt step, or on a long pitch where there are intermediate anchors 
but no intermediate stances to reduce the effective length of the lead. 
When the Jeader, who needs to carry a sling or a peg for the purpose, 
reaches such an anchor he puts a sling over it and threads the main 
active rope through tlie sling or through a snap link attached to the 
sling, and then carries on with the pitch. The point to notice is that 
if he does fall off he will fall freely twice the distance between himself 
and the running belay instead of twice the distance between himself 
and his second a considerable increase in safety. The second, 
however, in arranging his own belay must recognise that the first pull 
which may come on him will be in an upward direction. 

If snap links are not used, friction will be increased and the active 
rope may partially jam thus considerably increasing the leader"s 
difficulty. · More than one running belay can be used in a pitch if it 
is a very long one, or with more than one difficult move, but each 
addition increases the likelihood of excessive friction and the desirability 
of using snap links. 

The leader must also remember that the belays must be arranged so 
that they do not make the second's follovving him any more difficult : 
that is, he should not expect the second to deviate from the easiest 
route to retrieve the slings or allow the rope, whose direction is con
trolled by the position of the belays, to come to the second in such a 
way that it gives him no support should it prove necessary, or protec
tion should he fall off. 

Sometimes, the use of a running belay may substantially reinforce 
the confidence of the second without helping the leader much : in these· 
cases the good leader uses them. Such a case is a pitch consisting of 
two sections, a steep, hard, vertical section followed by an easier 
horizontal t-raverse. A running belay fixed at the top of the vertical 
section will safeguard the second against a bad swing. On another 
kind of pitch a difficult traverse followed by a vertical section a 
running belay at the end of the traverse may help the leader's con
fidence on the vertical section, but if the second gets into difficulties 
on the traverse he cannot be assisted or completely safeguarded by the 
leader. 
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. 
A peg or any of the anchors used for safeguarding stances can be 

used for anchoring the running belay. It is important that the second 
should recover the slings or pegs and bring them up to the leader, as he 
may wish to use them again. In any case it is bad form and bad 
climbing to leave such litter on a mountainside as well as extravagant. 
In the Alps the code is different, it is up to you to prove that the climb 
can be done without pegs before you remove any. 

Roping down has been dealt with in the JouRNAL, so I do not pro
pose to repeat the description of the methods now used. The snap 
link method gains in favour and will continue to do so with the increas
ing use of nylon ' quarter ' for the purpose. Roping down is a good 
way of increasing one's familiarity with cliffs, and further discoveries 
on Clogwyn dur Arddu 'Yill follow as the cliff gets better known in 
this way. 

A number of new climbs in North Wales have been made in recent . 
years by lassooing and pendulum moves to get over otherwise impas
sable sections. The technique is of course not. new, but needs careful 
prior practice to be successful on the cliffs. 

There are two minor points about rope usage which rarely find ex
pression but are fortunately commonly practised ; these are, first, the 
commonsense one that the rope should not be trodden on in nailed 
boots, ·and secondly, in a rope of three or more, when the middle men 
have to tie on to two ropes they should always knot the two rop~s 
together and not tie them independently round their waists. 

The introduction of the snap link has led to the development of 
an improved method of roping. The main rope has an eye spliced 
in each end and each member of the party has a rope or double line 
sling tied round his waist as a belt. The leader and the last man 
attach the rope to their waist loops by means of snap links, and the 
intermediate men by snap links and Prusik slings. This. arrangement 
very greatly eases the process of roping up and unroping and ensures 
that the climbing rope will always lie in the most natural and con
venient position as the climber moves. It has the further advantage 
that the strength of the main rope is not reduced by the knots which 
would otherwise be tied in it, and if necessary the middle men can 
easily change their position on the rope by pushing the Prusik sling 
along. This last property of the system makes it possible to use a 
shorter length of rope than would be needed if the old way were 
used. 
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